“

Bragfolder

Bragfolder is your digital CV, your photos, your recommendations, your job
directory, all your good stuff, all in one place …and it’s NOT social media

”
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Bragfolder is clear, simple and intuitive.

B

ragfolder is a unique interactive platform, giving users the ability to self-

Bragfolder can be used as a stand alone product or in unison with a CV or

promote and choose how they are viewed by a perspective employer or

job application. It’s simple to use and works effectively as a showcase for all

educational establishment. In addition, it can also be used by those same
establishments to give an individual touch to their own promotional material.

the good things the user would want to show to the world…
So a person’s Bragfolder is in essence their own personal statement, their
CV, their recommendation book, their blog and their achievement folder,

What can Bragfolder demonstrate?
Is the individual creative?
Are they a team player?
What do their peers or colleagues say about them?
Can they demonstrate a good work ethic?
Do they do community or charity work?
Do they take pride in any achievements?
What is important to them?

all in the right place, all available for viewing by whomever the user allows
access to. Your profile can’t be viewed by the general public without
being granted access via an individual link, unique to each viewer and
timed for a period of the users choosing.
Users can upload photos, certificates, links to video, documents, blogs,
recommendations, and even use them in conjunction with a personal
CV function that’s able to connect the reader to the user in a way that
old fashioned CVs never can. For students, Bragfolder gives a platform
for them to demonstratethe depth of their contribution to their chosen
course, and it also adds value to any part time work carried out during
their studies. All the users informationis stored and displayed and can be
arranged depending on the level of importance or relevance.
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WHERE DOES

Vacancies, Eve

Bragfolder fit in?
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Talent can be recognised through many aspects.

R

ecruitment methods are changing in tandem

Some employers are even including video gaming in

with the job market of the 21 century, yet

the recruitment process in order to assess cognitive skills.

st

the CV remains the focus of the process and has
changed very little since the 1960s.
Until now what is written on paper has been the be all

“

of finding diverse talent.

”
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only to the person that they’d like to view it. If desired, a job
seeking candidate can add a Bragfolder link to their ordinary

of facts and qualifications only. Meaning talented people

CV and let the viewer access the interactive version that

have missed out purely through CV selection.

shows everything that a 2 page print would never give you.
Bragfolder brings the candidate profile to life and

looking at new ways of finding diverse talent,

gives the full representation. Bringing the candidates

rather than just relying on academic results.

application firmly into the 21st century.

There is now a growing realisation that talent can be

in the UK are looking at new ways

exactly how the candidate chooses it to be displayed, and

and end all, with the emphasis being on a limited amount

More recently, major employers in the UK are

More recently, major employers

Bragfolder shows this information, simply, clearly and

It’s not social media, it’s not a review site and it’s not

recognised through aspects such as sports and other

a business networking tool. It’s the place where people

interests that candidates might display a passion for (soft

get to show everything that makes them who they are

skills).Skills such as leadership, teamwork, relationship

and everything that adds to their career prospects,

building and work ethic are valued and employers are

adding value to any job application by giving a visual

searching for ways to identify those qualities in candidates.

depth you’ll never achieve with a standard CV.

Bragfolder

Bragfolder

FUNCTIONALITY
T
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Blogging

Blo

he blogging function allows users to update their successes and milestones, as well as some of the day to
day things that can show their depth of learning and enthusiasm for any given role or subject.

It doesn’t have to be purely work related. Users can build content on other outside interests that

demonstrate them as the all-round individual. That could be sport, charity, music, travel, whatever the user
has a passion for or a commitment to.

Simple to Use -

the Admin tools are located on the main blog page or via ‘quick link’ on the menu

Opens a text window to add a blog along with video or photo
Shows blogs the user wants to display
Shows blogs the user wants to remove or that they want to
keep but prefer not to display
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How do we display

RECOMMENDATIONS
Our function lets you gather references & recommendations

It doesn’t have to be purely work related, users can build

apprenticeship this function lets you gather references and

content on other outside interests that demonstrate an

recommendations. These can come from anyone

all-round individual. It could be sport, charity, music, travel,

and everyone. They’ll build a comprehensive file of

whatever the user has a passion for or a commitment to.

Simple to Use -

the Admin tools are located on the main recommendation
page or via ‘quick link’ on the menu

Opens a new window and lets you send a recommendation request
Shows the recommendations you want to display
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studies, in your chosen career or you’re in an

the user’s work ethic and people skills.
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o matter whether you’re working part time through

Shows recommendations the user wants to remove or that they
want to keep but prefer not to display
Shows requests made but not yet received
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FILES & FOLDERS
Create and promote

Interests, Achievements, Everything.

T

his is where users file everything else. Videos, photos, certificates, awards
or performance tables, literally anything that lets a viewer know about

the user’s interests and achievements etc.
A user can add as many individual folders as they choose, and name
them so that viewers can easily locate specific items.
As well as being used to promote the user, this section can also act as a
folder to store anything that relates to an individual’s career going forward.

F i l e s a n d Fo l d

“

A user can add as many individual folders as

”

they choose, and name them so that viewers
can easily locate specific items.
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TAGGING
Tag any of your content

Y

ou can choose to Tag any
of the content in your files &

Folder, Blogs and Recommendation
CV. The user creates their own tag
list and they can link it directly to

Ta g g e d
tio
Recommenda

n

to show alongside your Interactive

their CV.

Tag

Managemen

t
Ta g g e d B l o g
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INTERACTIVE CV
Bragfolder?

Users can create an interactive CV making use of all the related content

B

y simply creating tags, they can
link their content to specific

things such as employment,
can then be viewed alongside
the CV, bringing the experience

Ta g g e d
tio
Recommenda

n

education or sport. The content

to life with video, photos, blogs or
recommendations.
Viewers can choose to
view everything together or
concentrate on one aspect.
For example, a potential
employer may wish to look at
recommendations posted for the
user’s previous employment.
Users can introduce their CV with
the option of a video.
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User

PRIVACY
The user has full control

U

nlike many forms of online profiles,
Bragfolder remains completely

private. The user has full control over
who sees their profile and for how
long. This ensures users can keep their
information private and only send

User
g ra n t s
access

job application. The ‘invite viewer’

it to the people or

during a job

function (below right) includes a

application.

defined timer which expires at a
time of the users choosing.

do that via their profile settings. This would

private and only send

choose, for instance,

they choose, for instance, during a

their profile permanently public, they can

keep their information

organisations they

it to the people or organisations

Alternatively, if the user chooses to have

“

This ensures users can

I nv i te
v i ewe r

”

enable them to use a permanent link
on a CV, website or business card.
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Example

PROFILES
Click on photos or name to view

Graduate - (Katie Smith)
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Employee - (Jasmina Patel)

Apprentice - (James Miele)

School Leaver - (John Smith )

Bragfolder

Benefits for

S
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THE SCHOOL LEAVER
Apprentices and Students can demonstrate soft skills

What can Bragfolder demonstrate?
Demonstrates their commitment

Enables users to gain recommendations

to their chosen career or study

easily from part time or very junior roles

Complete control on privacy

Gives life and content to the

Bragfolder will display a unique

resume of young people without

apprenticeship database

vast amount of work experience.

University & college courses can

Enables potential employers gain

be easily located

a fuller understanding of them

Shows soft skills attributes such as

Enables users to access information

teamwork via sports or charity work etc.

regarding university/college/

Shows genuine interest in any

employer choices

given subject

Displays work such as projects in

Easily and conveniently stores photos,

creative arts, building, tech,

certificates, awards and information

fashion, engineering etc.

Enables users to document

Add value to pastimes such as

their ongoing progress

music, sports, drama etc.
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The growing importance of

SOFT SKILLS...
...in the workforce

Jack Ma - (Founder Alibaba)

“

Sarah Willingham - (Dragons Den investor)

Wall Street Journal

something unique so that a

“

These are the soft skills: values,

employability, the value of those

Teachers much stop teaching

knowledge, they have to teach
machine can never catch up.

believing, independent thinking,
teamwork, care for others.

These “soft parts” are also in

sports, music, painting, art... to

make sure humans are different.

”

Everything we teach should be
different from machines
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“Real life skills” or “Core

skills” would give the term more

gravitas and better highlight the
key message: when it comes to

”

skills cannot be underestimated
Backing soft skills campaign

“

“

A recent LinkedIn survey of 291 hiring

managers found 58% say the lack of soft

skills among job candidates is limiting their

company’s productivity. In a Wall Street Journal
survey of nearly 900 executives last year, 92%

said soft skills were equally important or more

”

important than technical skills.

By 2020, soft skills will contribute £109 billion per annum to the UK economy – an

increase of £21 billion more than in 2015. 97% of UK employers believe soft skills are

”

important to their current business success, and over 50% say skills like communication
and teamwork are more important than traditional academic results.
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Damian Hinds - (Former Education Sec.)

“

That you believe that you can

achieve, that you can stick with
the task at hand and that you

understand the length there is

between the effort you make now
and the reward that may come
in future and the resilience to

bounce back from the knocks that
inevitably life brings. what happens
in sport, public speaking, voluntary

”

work and so on will have an effect
on character and resilience.
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THE AUTOMATED
attraction platform
Connecting employers and young people
The automated
attraction platform
Paying advertisers will have full control
on their pages and vacancies
Companies, universities and
colleges will be able to brand their
adverts and change accordingly
Choices of enhanced
advertising will be clearly laid out
(plus a free listing)
Vacancies and courses will be
current and simple to amend for

Very competitive pricing on our

the advertiser

packages against all known

Online payment facility and

alternatives

fully automated invoice function

Advertiser dashboard control is

minimising labour cost

simple to use
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Our initial target market

BY NUMBERS
Focus on the future for young people

Neil Carberry - Director for
Employment and Skills at CBI

“

Business is clear

that developing the
right attitudes and

attributes in people

– such as resilience,

respect, enthusiasm and
creativity – is just as

”

important as academic
or technical skills.

Our initial target market by numbers

712,000
424,000
491,300
1,563,900
538,180
312
131
81%
17%
18,740

16-18 year olds study at college
16-18 year olds studying a state funded schools
(yr 12 -13)
apprenticeships started in England in 2016-17
undergraduates taking their 1st degree
post graduates
colleges in the UK
universities in the UK
of large employers pay the apprenticeship levy and
are therefore incentivised to take apprentices
(approx) of all other employers pay apprenticeship
levy are therefore incentivised to take apprentices
Total number of firms within our target market
(10620/250+ employees & 8120/50-249 employees)

FREE GUIDE DOWNLOAD, follow this link:
www.onefile.co.uk/explore/education/2-of-employers-are-set-to-pay-the-levy/index.html
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Connecting young job seekers

WITH EMPLOYERS

Company pages that focus on opportunities
Example - Branded Company Page

18

Example - Company Video Page

Example - The Vacancies Feature

Companies can embed their own attraction
videos

Each individual vacancy shows complete with distance to the user and
a relevant closing date if one has been set. This will have a direct link
to the companies home application page

Bragfolder

Example - Branded Company Page
This example shows Gold+ companies advertising
apprenticeship vacancies

Smallbusiness.co.uk

“

Example - The Vacancies Feature
Each individual vacancy shows complete with distance to the
user and a relevant closing date if one has been set. This will
have a direct link to the companies home application page

Previous research

from Alexander Mann

Solutions found that over

two thirds (71 per cent) of
senior HR leaders believe
the Apprenticeship Levy
will ultimately create
a new route into the

”

workplace to supplement
or rival graduate intake.
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Income and

GROWTH

Maximising the number of young people using Bragfolder
Our approach is to set priorities which we believe will
lead to growth in numbers and thereby income:

Our reasoning:

Young people find it very hard to

university courses

Bragfolder will always remain free

Giving a free basic listing to

gain a proper understanding of

Young people are more likely to

to the user

any company looking to hire an

apprenticeships

make use of Bragfolders content

Listing companies, colleges and

apprentice

There are around 1,500,000 business

by adding video, photos or blogs

Universities can enhance their

Giving a free basic listing to any

employing people in the UK – of

The more firms/universities/colleges

attraction capability by paying

college or university trying to

those around 19,000 are paying the

we have in our directory, the more

for emails, advertising and

attract students

apprenticeship levy, and a total

attractive it will be for those young

promotion of their opportunities

Make the income generating section

of 490,000 apprenticeship starts.

people looking at their options

Build an effective, dynamic new

such good value for money that

As well as Bragfolder being a

The more young people we have

method of presenting candidates,

most companies or educational

place to build your soft skills

registered, the more attractive

disrupting the out dated

establishments would opt to use it

profile and present your CV, it

our proposition will be for those

recruitment methodology

Build tutorial pages from

can also act as the gateway for

taking an advertising package

Create an effective competitive

employers and recruiters to

young people to access a career

Universities and colleges can

platform to attract talent for all

explain different roles and where

or find a place to study

benefit by students using Bragfolder

employers, offering better value

they can lead

Gives young people a one stop

to enhance their employment

than all industry alternatives

Adding graduate recruitment

way of looking at college and

applications following study
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Exit

STRATEGY

Talent can be recognised through many aspects.

W

e would be looking to exit the business in

Bragfolder offers a gateway to gaining users

and developing a job section. Bragfolder will

3-5 years, when a strong income stream

at a younger age where networking is not as

be able to link certain features and can work

effective.

alongside a social profile.

INDEED-REED-MONSTER-TOTALJOBS

CAREERBUILDER

Job boards, whilst currently remaining as the

No1. Job board in the USA.

has been established and Bragfolder is a ‘goto’ option for young people when star ting their
career.
With our platform having a strong base of
young people, an effective job board, a digital

preferred option to post and apply for jobs.

interactive CV, and a personal achievement/

Their effectiveness is diminishing with the rise in

recommendation archive which can be used

profile based attraction against the traditional

Bragfolder.com is online and fully functional.

in conjunction with any other job platform,

CV method.

The Bragfolder app is available from the App

Bragfolder could appeal to many companies
within the same sphere.

LINKEDIN
Linkedin have the no1 presence globally

GOOGLEJOBS
World’s No1, search engine now collates jobs
and companies can pay to boost their profile.

for professional profiles but it remains most

FACEBOOK

ef fective as a business networking site.

No1, personal profile site globally, building

BRAGFOLDER TO DATE

Store and Playstore.
We have over 3100 registered users through
our initial ventures into schools and colleges.
Bragfolder.com Ltd is a registered private
company.
Partnered by companies such as: Careers &
Enterprise Company, QA Apprentices.
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FUTURE

Growth and development
How we see the future
Site Evolution

W

e envisage further development of the CV
builder to incorporate more sophisticated

designs and functionality. In addition we aim to

Bragfolder is universal in its potential usage.
We aim at keeping the product relevant all
throughout a person’s career.
We are looking to phase in a more advanced

improve the functionality of the company pages by

version of Bragfolder aimed at keeping the

having an auto-fill capability whereby companies

engagement of those who joined prior to starting

can have their vacancies or media added

work. The principals will remain exactly the same.

directly through a link to their own website without
the need to duplicate. As the site grows we want
to add the capability of video interviewing and
linking blogs and content to other social media.
To keep growing the links within education we
want to add online learning modules in regards
to careers. Including interviewing tips, CV
building and career choices.
In our initial stage of development we have specifically
targeted young people to fit our growth model. However,

22

We anticipate the next focus for development would
be usage for people within trades, arts and sales.

Expanding internationally

W

e have designed Bragfolder to be simple and
intuitive. It functions as an efficient template

for a user to personalise their own details.
With this in mind, we would look to use a similar
model to export Bragfolder.
We would look to launch Bragfolder to North

America, Europe and Australia in the medium term.
In addition, whilst the apprenticeship
proposition is less widespread, it is now gaining in
popularity with strong growth predicted.

Expand advertising revenue

F

or our income examples we have focused purely
on sectors relevant to our initial target market.

We also aim to develop a lifestyle section and a group

discounting scheme to add extra value for our users.

This will provide revenue
opportunity for advertising
in areas such as:

Clothing

Food & Drink

Electronics

Music

Events

Bragfolder

Explainer

VIDEOS

p
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Bragfolder operating system has a selection of videos to demonstrate it’s features
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Antony Clements - (technical lead)

MEET

A

technical consultant with over ten years
experience with Digital and Full Ser vice

agencies, delivering digital transformation
projects for clients including: Tesco,
Guinness, Universal Music, British Air ways,

Our Team

Intelligent Energy and the Sir Alister Hardy
Foundation for Ocean Science (SAHFOS).
Technical Consultant @Bragfolder:
Leading the development of processes and
sof tware to suppor t the Bragfolder platform
business model.

Intro in here about Bragfolder examples
Ian Tomei - (Director)

Bragfolder

Adam Duffy - (Director)

I

an has experience in starting 2 successful
companies from scratch and has been

Managing Director of F S People since April

G

raduated in 2001, from Redbridge College,
with a BETC National Diploma in Applied

Science (Sports Studies). Adam was a semi-

2001. F S People are a specialist financial

professional rugby player for Undine RFC in Italy,

services recruitment firm dealing with clients

a 1st team captain of Woodford RFC and got into

such as Barclays, RBS, Lloyds, Chase De Vere

Recruitment in 2003. With 14 years’ Recruitment

and Santander, as well as fin-tech companies

experience, Adam has consistently throughout

such as Trussle, Habito & Mortgage Gym. Prior

that time, been a top performing consultant year

to starting F S People, Ian was a financial /

on year. Experienced in managing, developing,

mortgage adviser for companies including

coaching, business development, delivering

Prudential and Arun Estates Group before

presentations and building long and lasting

being a founder director at F S Personnel in

relationships. Adam has recruited across the

1996 specialising in placing mortgage advisers within the property market.

whole of the UK, in Financial Services, Property, Print, Manufacturing, Design &

Ian has experience of winning contracts with some of the largest firms in

Packaging and Digital Marketing with companies such as Cadbury/Kraft, Premier

UK retail financial services and leading account management for target

Foods (Hovis), ARLA Foods, Chesapeake, IPL Perseco, Astrazeneca, Foxtons, KFH,

based recruitment initiatives.

Knight Frank, Chase de Vere, Habito, Trussle, Barclays, Santander, Natwest/RBS.
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HOW WE

Spread the word
Building our audience and visibility

The main reasons for our
social media presence would be:

T

he marketing strategy for Bragfolder is to

to reflect our ethos. To keep reinforcing our brand

intensively push our message and product

we would create a theme using colours and style.

mainly through online platforms such as

It is vital to locate and establish our audience and

Engage with and
establish our
audience who are
pupils, young people,
employers, schools
and parents.

Interact with our
audience to show
us as being present,
approachable,
friendly, professional
and a brand leader.

Establish a theme
and stick to it.

Build the brand.

‘Brag’ about the
positives, uses and
all the purposes of
Bragfolder.

Boost all SEO and
visibility.

boost posts which show lots of activity.
We will post on our accounts, on a daily basis

SEO requirements are continuously varying. It is no

Show ourselves as
industry leaders.

with branded artwork and leading industry news,

longer enough to optimize your website and regularly

utilise ‘stories’ for as much visual awareness as

update your blog. Businesses sharing their content on

Link with relevant
industry peers.

possible. We feel it is important to interact with all

social media sends out signals to search engines that

who interact with us and to keep the flow positive

builds brand validity, integrity, and consistancy.

Create brand
awareness.
Build brand loyalty.

Reinforce the brand.

Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and Google.
This includes the set up of chosen social media
accounts with branded artwork and filing out all

make sure we ‘speak’ to them using creative visuals
that attract to that specific dynamic.
Communication and engagement with our audience

account profiles, making use of all availability for

is one of the ways to win attention and convey our

pictures and descriptions, linking in our website

brand message. By connecting with our audience

and other relevant leading industry peers.

through social media, we are more likely to retain

We will set up regular paid promotions and

them and build loyalty. Social media presence is a vital
factor in calculating rankings. For a successful ranking,
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INVESTMENT
requirements

W

and 5 yearincome projection
e are looking for investment of
£500,000 to do the following;

• Digitally market Bragfolder to users

INCREASED
SPONSORSHIP
REVENUE

MORE
SITE
USERS

and companies across the UK
• Employ developer(s) to correct
any glitches and make ongoing
improvements to the product
• Finish the employers platform to
enable taking payments online
and have an automated system for
marketing

MORE COMPANIES,
UNIVERSITIES
COLLEGES

• Employ a lead on Advertising Sales
(incl sponsorship)
• Create and distribute online lessons
in CV creation, interviewing etc
for distribution throughout schools,
colleges and universities
• Linking the blog function to social
media sites where appropriate
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INCREASED
ADVERTISING
REVENUE

Bragfolder

V

LinkedIn
and 5 year income projection
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email: info@bragfolder.com
Ian Tomei: 07970 263008
Adam Duffy: 07940 462149
www.bragfolder.com

Bragfolder

